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STEM Context
STEM Month, Vol. 2 [2022], Iss. 1, Art. 1

Loudenslager Elementary School has a unique approach to teaching STEM education. The school
library has been converted into a STEAM center. Each classroom is scheduled to visit the STEAM
center one class period weekly. The STEAM center is equipped with variety of resources
including robots, digital textiles (ex. 3D printer), Ipads, building materials, Promethean board,
ﬂexible seating, STEAM related reading materials, agriculture materials, and a wildlife
conservation station.
The curriculum is ever evolving to meet the changing ﬁelds of STEAM. A new topic is introduced
monthly focusing on academic vocabulary, hands on student experience, and career exploration.
Some topics that have been taught include artiﬁcial intelligence, robotics & coding, animation,
forensic science, construction design, climate change/ renewable energy, wildlife conservation,
video game design, invention, biomedical science, etc.
The goals of our program are to expose the students to a variety of STEAM topics and to learn
how to be successful team players. We do this be focusing on critical thinking, communication,
https://digitalcommons.njit.edu/stemmonth/vol2/iss1/1
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collaboration, creativity & innovation.
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STEAM Center
Tour the Loudenslager STEAM Center Here

What The Students Have to Say:
STEAM connects to my community because STEAM is every thing you learned in school
and with that you can get good jobs like an engineer. or an artist. or a teacher.
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Artiﬁcial Intelligence

What The Students Have to Say:
Artiﬁcial intelligence connects to
coding/technology because, in order to work
properly there needs to be some sort of code to
tell it what to do and how to do it.

Artiﬁcial Intelligence is in social media when
the app recommends something to you.
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Wildlife Conservation/ Animal Healthcare
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What The Students Have to Say:
It could connect to activities and game because you
can observe wildlife and take notes on it as an
activity. You could also connect it to games like
name which animal goes into this habitat.
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Forensic Science
STEM Month, Vol. 2 [2022], Iss. 1, Art. 1

What The Students Have to Say:
There is a connection to videos and television because
there are many tv shows and youtube videos related and
or talking about crime scenes such as, criminal minds,
NCIS, and many more.
Forensic science has a connection to TV shows or it can
be because sometimes people document crime's for a
living. Or sometimes people have a fake TV show or
movie about crime's and solve a mystery like we did in
STEAM class.

Using evidence to research & examine a crime scene:
ﬁngerprints, clothing, handwriting, suspect statements
https://digitalcommons.njit.edu/stemmonth/vol2/iss1/1
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Robotics

Design, build, code robots
What The Students
Have to Say:
Robotics can help people
like if they are blind some
robots are made to help
with that.
Robotics can connect to
technology because I can
code the Dash robot to
move on the Promethean
board.
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Animation

Students created a balloon parade.
Watch student animation here
What The Students Have to Say:
Animation connects to art and
math, science for realistic
animations, ELA for literary
animations, and music/band for
music video animations.
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Agriculture/ Aquaponics
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What The Students Have to Say:
Growing food connects to science and gym because science tell us what to give the plant
and gym tells us what to eat to be healthy and you need to grow plants to eat th em.
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I like to learn how to grow plants that are not in the ground like the ﬁsh tank aquaponics.
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Construction Design & Building
What The Students
Have to Say:
It connects to videos and television
because there are plenty of building
shows of like people ﬁxing houses
and YouTube videos on how to build
things.
I think it connects to our community
because people can work together to
build amazing things like parks,
banks, and houses.
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